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ABSTRACT 
Consider a generalized linear dynamical System EX = AX + Bu, where x E C”, 
U E C”, and E, A, B are matrices of appropriate sizes with entries in C. This System, 
or the matrix triple (E, A, B), is called controllable if det(cuE - PA) is not a zero 
polynomial in cr, p and (aE - PA, B) is of full rank for all ((w, /SI E C \ ((O,O)). 
Let f be a linear transformation on C”‘” x cnx m, the linear space of all matrix pairs 
( A, B). In an earlier Paper, Mehrmann and Krause attempted to prove that, if f is of 
theformXc*UXV,andrankf(~E-~A,B)=nforall(~,~)~@2\{(O,O)}and 
all controllable Systems (E, A, B), then U, V are nonsingular matrix with V in some 
lower block triangular form. In this Paper, we correct an error contained in this result 
and discuss whether the corrected result tan be generalized in such a way that no 
restrictions are placed on the form of f. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Linear generalized dynamical Systems, or descriptor Systems, are de- 
scribed in generalized state space form by 
Ei = Ax + Bu, (1.1) 
where E, A E F”‘“, B E FnXm, C E lFpXn are constant matrices, and 
u E P’, x E [F” are time dependent vectors, with [F = [w or @ and 
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n, m E N. These Systems provide a natura1 generalization of the class of state 
space Systems in standard form: 
i =Ax + Bu. (1.2) 
The System (1.11, or simply the triple (E, A, B), is called solvable or 
admissible if (YE - ßA is a regular pencil, i.e., the genericity condition for 
the homogeneous polynomial 
det( aE - ßA) f 0 (I-3) 
in ((Y, ß ) holds. In other words, det( CIE - ß A) is not identically zero for 
(Y, ß E @ (notice that CX, ß are complex scalars whether IF = [w or C). 
An admissible System (E, A, B) is called controllable if 
A System ( A, B) in Standard form is also called controllable if the generalized 
System (Z, A, B) is controllable, i.e., if 
rank( A - hl, B) = n VA E @. (1.5) 
For linear Systems (1.1) and (1.2) a Problem of particular interest is to find 
those linear mappings over the real or complex field which in some sense 
“preserve” controllability. A Problem of this kind was mentioned first by 
Mehrmann and Krause [3] and then by Li, Rodman, and Tsing [2] as a linear 
preserver Problem. In [3], Mehrmann and Krause proved the following result 
(where the underlying field is C): 
THEOREM 1.1 [3, Theorem 3.71. Let 
j-:C nx(n+m) -, ~nx(n+m) 
:x~uxv, 
where u E cnxn, V E c(n+m)x(n+m) , and m Q n. Assume that for any 
controllable System 
the transformed System 
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is also controllable, where 
(i, ti) = U( A, B)V 
Then U is nonsingular and 
with R E CmXm nonsingular and F E C m x n arbitray (where the scalar t i.v 
arbitray when n = 1 and nonzero otherwise). 
Then they remarked that the assumption m < n in the above theorem 
tan be relaxed to arbitrary m. By using this theorem without restrictions on 
n, m, they worked towards their ultimate goal: to characterize “a special class 
of linear transformations that leave the controllability of generalcized) linear 
Systems invariant” in the sense given by the following Statement. 
STATEMENT 1.2 [3, Corollary 3.301. Let 
_f:@ nx(n+m) ~ ~nX(ntm) 
:x-uxv, 
where U E Cflx”, V E @(n+m)x(n+m), and m < n, such that rank[U( aE - 
ßA, B)V] = nfor all (a, ß) E C2 \ ((0, 0)) andfor any controllable System 
Ei = Ax + Bu. 
Then U is nonsingular and 
with Q E Cnx n nonsingular, R E Cmx ‘n nonsingular, and F E @“’ ’ ” 
arbitray. 
Unfortunately, both Statement 1.2 and its proof are wrong. The basic 
objective of this Paper is to correct the error contained in Statement 1.2. We 
shall also attempt to generalize the result of the corrected Version of 
Statement 1.2 to general linear Operators f. 
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The following notation is used throughout the Paper. The Symbols n, m 
always denote positive integers. 0 may denote the zero scalar, a zero vector, a 
zero matrix, or a null subspace. Z, is the 9 X q identity matrix. In expressions 
of the form (E, A, B) or (A, B), E, A are always Square matrices of Order n 
and B a matrix of size n X m. {eiq), e$q), . . . , e?)} are the column vectors 
which form the usual basis of cq. E$pxq) denotes the p X 9 matrix whose 
(i, j)th entry is 1 and all other entries Zero, i.e., EijPx9) = eip)<ej9)>". When 
appropriate, we shall write Z without subscript to denote an identity matrix of 
a suitable Order, and drop the superscripts indicating dimensions in the above 
notation. 
2. CORRECTION OF THE STATEMENT 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 
f:C nX(n+m) + ~nX(n+m) 
:x-,u?cV, 
where U E CnXn, V E U?n+m)x(n+m). Then rank[U(aE - ßA, B)V] = n 
forall(a, P> E C”\{(O,ON, and for any controllable System EX = Ax + Bu, 
if and only if U b nonsingular and either (a) V is nonsingular if n > 2, or (b) 
the last m rows of V are ZinearZy independent if n = 1. 
Note that we do not impose the condition n > m here, as was done in 
Theorem 1.1. 
Proof. (a): Suppose n > 2. The sufficiency part is obvious, because the 
rank of a matrix is invariant under left or right multiplication by a nonsingular 
matrix. Consider the necessity part. Suppose V is Singular and (af, bt)V = 0, 
where (at, bt) = (a,, . , . , a,, b,, . . . , b,) # 0. If a = 0, let 
E = Z, A = E,, + E,, + *** +E,_l.,, and B = e,bt. 
Then EX = Ax + Bu is a controllable System, but rank[U( A, B)V] < 
rank[( A, B)V] < n. Hence we must have a # 0. Let E E C” Xn be a 
nonsingular matrix such that atE-’ = ei. Let also A = (E,, + E,, + 
... +E,_ 1, .)E and B = e,bt + E,,. Then IX = AE- ‘x + Bu and in turn 
EX = Ax + Bu are controllable Systems, but rank[U(E, B)V] < 
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rank[(E, B)V] < n because the first row of (E, B) is (n’, h’). Thus contra- 
diction arises unless the equation (a’, b’)V = 0 has only the trivial Solution. 
Therefore V is necessarily nonsingular. We use the same idea to show the 
nonsingularity of U. First we reduce the Problem by assuming V = 1, + ,), . 
This is justified by the sufficiency part. Now suppose U is Singular. Then 
there exists a vector b # 0 such that Ub = 0. Let IJ, be a nonsingular matrix 
such that U,b = e,. Let A = Um’( E,, + E,, + ... +E,_ 1 .) and B = 
U;lE,, = (b,O,. . . > 0). Then IX = U, Ax + U, Bu and in turn ‘U; ’ X = Ax + 
Bu are controllable Systems, but rank[U(A, B)] = rank(UA, L’B) = 
rank(UA, 0) < rank A < n, which is a contradiction. Thus U is nonsingular. 
(b): Suppose n = 1. In this case an admissible System (E, A, B) is 
controllable if and only if B # 0. Hence f satisfies the given hypothesis if 
and only if U(0, B)V # 0 whenever B # 0. The result now follows. ??
Thus Statement 1.2 is false, because it implies that V must be block lower 
triangular, while Theorem 2.1 tells us that V tan be, for example, any 
nonsingular matrix. In the proof of Corollary 3.30 in [3], it seems that the 
authors mistakenly assumed that (2.1) +. (2.2) in the following: 
rank[U(aZ - A, B)V] = n Va E C; (2.1) 
U( A, B)V is controllable (in the Standard case) . (2.2) 
A counterexample to this logical implication is given as follows. Let rn = 11, 
u = I, v= O I 
i 1 z 0’ 
A = E,, + E,, + -1. +E,,_ 1 “, and B = E,,. It is easy to see that 
rank( al - A, B) = n for all (Y, and therefore (2.1) is satisfied. However, 
U( A, B)V = (B, A) is not a controllable System, because 
rank(Z - B, A) = n - 1 < n. 
In fact, even if Statement 1.2 is true, what Mehrmann and Krause tan 
infer from Theorem 1.1 is merely that Statement 1.2 is true under the 
assumption m < n, because their reason for relaxing this assumption is 
invalid. In the remark following [3, Theorem 3.71, Mehrmann and Krause 
argued in the following way: For each B E Cnx ‘n there exists a nonsingular 
Q such that the rightmost m columns of BQ are Zero. Therefore each System 
Ei = Ax + Bu tan be reduced to a System Ei = Ax + BQu which is essen- 
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tially one with m < n. So they claimed that we may relax the assumption by 
considering f : X c, f( X( Z, CB Q>). H owever, this argument does not work, 
because the matrix Q is not uniform for all B. 
In the sequel we will not require that m < n. 
3. GENERALIZATIONS 
Having corrected Statement 1.2, we may ask (as Mehrmann and Krause 
did): in general, what linear maps preserve the controllability of (generalized 
or Standard) linear Systems? That is, what are the conclusions of Theorem 1.1 
and 2.1 if we remove the assumption f : X ++ UXV from these theorems? 
Naturally, one expects the same conclusions, which we shall formulate in the 
following. 
CONJECTURE 3.1. Suppose f: ~nx(“+m) -+ CnX(n+m) is a linear map. 
Then f( A, B) is controllable whenever (A, B) E CnX(“+“‘) is controllable if 
and only if 
f(X) = UXV 
for any X E C”x(n+m), with U nonsingular and 
v= (‘F’ ;), (3.1) 
where R is nonsingular, F is arbitray, and the scalar t is arbitray when 
n = 1 and nonzero otherwise. 
CONJECTURE 3.2. Let n > 2 und f: CnXcn+“‘) + Cnx(“+m) be linear. 
Then rank f(cyE - BA, B) = n for all ((Y, B> E C2 \ ((0, O)}, and for any 
controllable System Ex = Ax + Bu, ay and only rf 
f(X) = UXV 
for all X E @nX(n+m), with U, V nonsingular. (Note that we haue no need to 
consider the case n = 1, in which all linear Operators on Cnx (n+m) are of the 
formf(X) = KW.> 
Unfortunately, the answers to these two conjectures are negative. The 
first conjecture is false because the possibility of adding scalar multiples of 
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(Z, 0) has been overlooked. It is a well-known fact that if ( A, B) is control- 
lable, then (A + pZ, B) is also controllable for any ZJ E c. Hence for any 
linear functional * : Cnx (n + m, + C, the linear function defined by f(X) = 
UXV + p(X)(Z, 0) for all X E @nX(ntm), where U is nonsingular and 1’ 
satisfies (3.11, must map controllable matrix pairs to controllable matrix paus. 
However, a linear function f defined in this way could be singular, which is 
in conflict with the conclusion of Conjecture 3.1 when n > 1. hn example of 
this kind of f is given by f( A, B) = (A - (l/n)(tr A)Z, B), where tr 
denotes the trace of a matrix. The following is a corrected version of this 
conjecture. 
THEOREM 3.3 [l, Theorem 2.11. Supposef: @nx(“+rn) + Cnx”‘+“” is a 
linear mup. Then f(A, B) is controllable whenever (A, B) E C”X(n+“” i.s 
controllable if and only if 
f(X) = KW+ P(X)(Z>O) 
for any X E CnX(“+“‘), with p : Cnx(“+“‘) + @ a linear functional, U norl- 
singular-, and V a nonsingular mutrix of the ferm 
where t E C \ 0, R is nonsingular, and F is arbitray. 
For the second conjecture, we tan also find a counterexample in which f 
is not injective. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Stippose n = 2, m = 1, and f: @nX(nfm) -+ Cnx(“+ “‘) 
takes the following form: 
For any linear System EI! = Ax + Bu, there exist (Y, p E c \ ((0, 0)) such 
that rank(oE - PA) < n. Hence the System is controllable only if B # 0. In 
this case the definition of f Shows that f(aE - PA, B) is of full rank. Hence 
f preserves controllability in the sense of Conjecture 3.2. 
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However, by Theorem 3.3, we tan show that Conjecture 3.2 is correct if 
we impose an additional condition on it. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let f : CnX(“+“‘) -+ CnX(n+m) be such that 
rank f< E,, 0) = n for some nonsingular mutrix E,. Then rank f ( a E - 
ßA, B) = n for all ((Y, P) E C2 \ ((0, O)), and for any controllable System 
Ei = Ax + Bu, if and only if 
f(X) = UXV 
for all X E CnX(“+“‘), with U, V nonsingular. 
Proof. The sufficiency part is obvious. We need only to prove the 
necessity part. Let M, N be nonsingular matrices of appropriate sizes such 
t!-iat M f(E,, 0)N = (Z, 0). By considering the linear mapping f defined by 
f(A, B) = M f(AE,, B)N for all (A, B) E enX(n+m), we may assume that 
f(Z,O) = (Z,O>. N OW for any controllable (in the Standard case) System 
( A, B), Z3c = An: + Bu is also controllable in the generalized case. Therefore, 
by the given hypothesis, n = rank f(oZ - A, B) = rank[f(A, B) - cr(Z,O)] 
for all & E K.This means, according to Theorem 3.3, 
f(X) = KW + cL(X)(Z,O) 
for any X E cnX(n+m), where U, V, Z_L satisfy the 
Theorem 3.3. By the suffciency part of Theorem 3.3, 
U = Z, and V = Zn+m, and 
conditions given in 
we may assume that 
f(A,B) =(A+p(A,B)Z,B) (3.5.1) 
for any (A, B) E enXCnfm). In this case the property f<Z, 0) = (Z, 0) may no 
longer prevail, but f(Z, 0) is still a nonzero scalar multiple of (Z, 0) [so that 
1 + /_L( Z, 0) # 01. When n = 1, this means 
f(A,B) = (A, B) 
1+/41,0) 0 
xEl p(0, ei)ei Z 
and we are done. Now suppose n > 2. We are going to show that Z_L = 0, and 
the result will follow. By (3.5.1) and the given hypothesis we have 
rank( A + p( A, B)Z, B) = n 
for any controllable System EX = Ax + Bu. (3.5.2) 
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The rationale for this setting is the following: In the original Problem, 
f(aE - PA, B) d oes not necessarily represent any dynamical System or any 
matrix pencil generated by a dynamical System, because it is not of the form 
(aE’ - PA’, B’). 1 n o th er words, although one tan blend the components of 
a System (E, A, B) to form a matrix pencil, it is not always possible to recover 
any System from the pencil f(cxE - ßA, B). Thus, unlike Theorem 1.1 or 
Problem 3.7, we have no “transformed System” to speak of, and the scope of 
analysis is limited to the property “CE, A, B) controllable * rank f(czE - 
ßA, B) = n” only. In the new setting, however, each f(E, A, B) is a matrix 
triple and hence represents some linear System. 
While the author is not sufficiently familiar with System theory to com- 
ment on which setting is physically more sensible, surely both settings are 
mathematically legitimate. For the new one the author conjectures that all 
controllability preservers are composed of some common mappings for 
generalized linear Systems, namely the scaling actions and the actions of 
restricted System equivalence. 
1 would like to express my gratitude to my thesis supervisor Dr. N.-K 
Tsing, the anonymous referee, and Professor V. Mehrmann for advice and 
many helpful suggestions. 
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